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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we discuss plasma accelerators which might provide high gradi
ent accelerating fields suitable for TeV linear colliders. In particular we discuss 
two types of plasma accelerators which have been proposed, the Plasma Beat 
Wave Accelerator and the Plasma WaJce Field Accelerator. We show that the 
electric fields in the plasma for both schemes are very similar, and thus the 
dynamics of the driven beams are very similar. The differences appear in the 
parameters associated with the driving beams. In particular to obtain a given 
accelerating gradient, the Plasma Wake Field Accelerator has a higher efficiency 
and a lower total energy for the driving beam. Finally, we show for the Plasma 
Wake Field Accelerator that one can accelerate high quality low emittance beams 
and, in principle, obtain efficiencies and energy spreads comparable to those ob
tained with conventional techniques. 
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OISTTIIBUTJOH CF THIS GOCUMENT 

MASTER 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently there have been two similar types of plasma acclerator schemes 
proposed. The Plasma Beat Wave Accelerator (PBWA) ' employs two laser 
beams beating at the plasma frequency to drive the plasma while the Plasma 
Wake Field Accelerator (PWFA) ~ replaces the laser beams by a bunched 
relativistic electron beam. Since the two schemes make use of different sources, 
the corresponding mechanisms that drive the plasma waves are different. In the 
PBWA a it is the ponderomotive force which comes from the beating lasers that 
drives the plasma, whereas in the PWFA the driving bunch is decelerated by the 
plasma and thus transfers energy to the plasma wave. Other than this difference, 
however, the two schemes are very similar. In both cases large longitudinal 
electric fields are generated in the plasma which oscillates at the fundamental 
plasma frequency tup. These fields are then used to accelerate an electron beam. 

In this paper we study the PBWA and the PWFA in parallel to point out 
both the similarities and the differences in the two schemes. In Section 2 we 
begin with a calculation of the plasma wave induced by two beating lasers for 
the PBWA and by a relativistic electron bunch for the PWFA. From this we 
calculate the longitudinal and transverse electric fields due to the plasma wave. 

Next in Section 3 we use the fields calculated to treat several accelerator 
phyBics issues. Since in both cases the plasma is driven by bunches (lasers) of 
finite cross section, there is both a transverse electric field and a transverse vari-
ation of the longitudinal electric field. The transverse field is used to calculate 
focusing (and defocusing) effects while the radial variation of the electric field is 
used to calculate induced energy spread. Since the phase velocity of the plasma 
wave is not c, there is phase slippage along the wave. This is quite large for 
the PBWA and must be included in the design considerations. For the PWFA 
phase slippage restricts the energy of the driving electron bunch. To complete 
this section, the energy requirement and the efficiency are estimated. 

bi Section 4 we compare the PWFA with the PBWA using four numerical 
examples which serve to illustrate possibilities in design. We choose parameters 
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which would yield either an interesting experiment or the first stage of an actual 
accelerator. Since the PBWA is somewhat more restrictive in design, we first 
fix a design with fields ranging from 1 to 10 GeV/m using two different types of 
lasers. The design for the P WFA is then chosen to match the critical parameters 

0 r the PBWA. We conclude this section with a discussion comparing the two 
schemes. 

]n Sections 3 and 4 we find that the efficiency of energy transfer from the 
plasma to an accelerated electron bunch is rather low. This, however, is due to 
the particular model and parameters chosen for the calculation. In Section 5 
we show two alternative methods for improving the efficiency. In addition, we 
show that it is possible to have a matched omittance which is consistent with 
TeV collider needs. 

In the following sections we follow Refs. 2, 5 and in particular Ref. 6 in 
most of the calculations. Sections 2, 3 and 4 are quite similar to Ref. S although 
Section 2 is somewhat more general here. Section 5 is new work which explores 
briefly the possibilities of improving efficiency. 

Inthe next section we will treat the plasma oscillations in the linear ap* 
proximation since this is completely adequate for bur purpose. Discussions of 
nonlinear plasma oscillations due to a driving electron beam can be found in 
Reft. 7 - 1 0 and in Ref. 5. 

2. FIELDS IN A PLASMA WAVE OF FINITE EXTENT 

We consider a uniform cold plasma of density no with stationary ions. The 
linear plasma, oscillations will be driven resonantly by two beating laser frequen
cies for the PBWA, while for the PWFA they will be shock excited by a thin 
disk of rel&tivistic electrons. To find the electric field in the plasma wave for 
both schemes, we start with the linearized, uonTelativistic fluid equations, 

**+„„(*.«,) =0 
(21) 

dt m rn m 
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and solve for the perturbed plasma density nt. In Eq. (2.1) £i a the electric 
field due to m, and Ftxt 'm the external force due to either a driving beam or a 
beating laser. 

2.1 THE PLASMA BEAT WAVE ACCELERATOR 

In the case of the PBWA the force is most easily calculated from a Bamil-
tonian which has been averaged over the fast oscillation of the laser frequency. 
This leaves only the beating effect of the two laser frequencies. 

For a model of the kser we consider two plane waves which are modulated 
radially to obtain the desired transverse profile. The nonrelativistic Harmltonian 
which governs motion of the electrons in the plasma is 

i T - P - ' * " > ' , ' (W) 
2m * ' 

and the vector potential for the incoming laser is 

I = c ^°t r ) /coaCfog-tJit) + cos(fc a z-u; 3 t)\ ^ 

where v; and k{ are the frequency and wave vector of the two laser lines, a.'vd 
2?o(r) describes the transverse profile and polarization of the beam. The fre
quency and wave vector are related by the dispersion relation of electromagnetic 
waves in a plasma, 

w

a=fcV+wJ , (2.4) 

where u/p is the plasma frequency 

up = I _ _ j . (2.5) 

A simple way to calculate the ponderomotive potential due to the beating 
lasers is to avenge the Hamiltonian over the fast oscillation at the laser fre
quency. Here we assume that the difference in frequency between the two laser 



s. 
lines is much smaller than the laser frequency. Averaging over a time of 2ir/u 
yields the Hamlltonlan 

W f̂i + S ^ 1 * - ^ - ^ ' ( 2 6 ) 

where wi = wi—w» and *» = *!—*», and we hava dropped the Index on t). The 
last term is simphr the panderombtive potential doe to a beating laser with a 

In order* to provide useful acceleration over » significant distance, it is nec
essary that the plasma wave phase velocity be clow to e, the speed of a high 
energy injected electron beam. As we shall see, the phase vetocKy of the plasma 
wave to matched to the 'phase velocity* of the beat pattern. This is the group 
velocity of electromagnetic waves in a plasma, 

(2.7) 

Due to Eq. (2.7) above it is sometimes useful to define 7, « u/ur since this 
•would be the ralativistic energy factor of a particle travelling at that speed, 

For the sake of a comparison with the FWFA later In this paper, we will 
select a radial dependence of the ponderomotive potential given by 

•<W-ia-l* , M *^+i-W»F-£ r < a • M 
[ /,(**.) « , (V) «•>• 

where JT» and /„ are modified Bene! functions. This radial profile is parabolic 
"near the origin but falls off exponentially for r > a. It was chosen to yield a 
simple parabolic dependence in the equations below. 

To obtain a* good coupung to the response of the plasma we set the difference 
of the laser frequencies equal to the plasma frequency 

_ (2.9) 

where we have noted that the plasma wave number *j la equal to fcj. 

s 

To use the above results we need the divergence of the farce due to the 
Hamiltonlan in Eq. (2.6). This Is given by 

V-fm 4tr«'m + e55o(r) + e'fli (r) gos(*,z - upt) , (2.10) 

where Poisson's equation has been used to substitute for V*fa and 

I 0 r > a 

fiSSC*^*^-*) r <o 
*W- I™ ^ **"' P.12) 

Substituting into Eq. (2.1) yields 

- ^ T + UP "' - - ^ \B°W + Bi W «»(*** - "HOI • ( z l 3 ) 

To calculate the solution to (2.13), let the laser pulse begin at kp*-upt = 0. 
If the plasma Is undisturbed ahead of the laser pulse, the solution is 

n , ( r , z , t ) - - ^ | l - c o s ( f c , « - V ) | - ^ ( V - ' V ) r i n ( V - ' ^ ) - ( 2 M ) 

The solution above has two distinct terms. The first term is due to the shock 
excitation of the plasma by the front of the laser pulse, while the second term is 
due to the resonant driving of the plasma by the beating lasers. Since we would 
like to let the second term build up over many cycles, the second term wlil be 
much larger than the first term. In addition. In an actual device the laser pulse 
would torn on more gradually thus reducing the shock excitation. For these 
reasons we will neglect the first term In Eq. (2.14) in the following analysis.' 



With m(Ti*t4 h> o**^> w e now mutt find tb» electric field ci doe to the 
olaamaoacitlatioii; 8b^th*in»gn«tk field Ai» to a linear ptoMnaware vaniehen^ 
we can simply w» Mesoni equation, 

: )^^+|^--^- <"*' 
Hwe h**6 * '***t P"^"^ fa"K*h r,.th* amplitude of the plasma density wave 
^^rfrltapeafcvaliiBaVtheendoftheiHilse. KtomeVu (2.M) this is ghren 

and (lie potential cut be shown to be 

*r-B(r)iln(Ap«-u p<] (2.17) 

w i t h . . • • • • . , , ' : • 

4 u m 1 A(V)*o(V) • r > B 

18) 

The longitudinal and transverse electric fields for r < a for the PBWA are thus 

'given by 

(2JS) 

2.2 THE PLASMA WAKE FIELD ACCELERATOR 

For the case of the PWFA the situation b very similar. We only need to 
change the laser source term in Eq, (2.13). For the case of a driving beam of 
density m, the divergence of the force is given by 

v" / = *K#[tn + ns) . (2.20) 

Following Ref. 5, consider a driving beam with density profile 

nt a a{r)S{s - tikt) • [221) 

Then '.he lalutlon for the perturbed donsity Is given by 

»l(r) » • 

To compare with the PBWA we use a parabolic distribution given by 

'fcpO-(r) rIn(Jlcp3 — wpi) kpz-u)tt<0 
0 kpi - uipt > 0 , 

(2.22) 

a M - f ^ 1 - ^ ) r<. , {2.23) 

I 0 r > a 

where N is the total number of particles In the driving bunch. Once again it 
is passible to calculate the longitudinal and transverse electric fields due to the 
plasma wave.6 These are given by 

, -16eff 

* = Z ^ {**(*•«) ftvV) - ^ y } sin(ft,a - * y J • ' < «• 
(2.24) 

Thin the electric fields for the two schemes turn oat to be remarkably similar. 

|i • • | i | - - j ! » - t r -



For reasons which we will discuss later, the transverse size of the driven 
beam must be somewhat smaller than the transverse size of the laser beams or 
the driving electron beam. In addition if kpa 3> 1, then the electric fields for 
both schemes are of the following form: 

£, « - - * ( ! - ^ e o s f o z - o v O 

E, s- 2.4-j—ysinffcpZ — u p () 
(2.25) 

where 

-I Sufim PBWA 

PWFA 
(2.26) 

Other than different coefficients, the forces that the driven electrons expe
rience share the same physical characteristics Jn both schemes. To he specific 
there is a longitudinal force e£M that either accelerates or decelerates the driven 
bunch of electrons, and there is a transverse force e£r shifted in phase which 
either will focus or defocus thejrlriven bunch (see Fig* 1). Prom Fig. l i t is clear 

"that -we have both acceleration and focusing over 1/4 of the plasma wavelength. 
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3. ACCELERATOR PHYSICS ISSUES 

In this section we discuss some accelerator physics issues which are relevant 
to both schemes oF plasma accelerators. To begin we concentrate on the qual
ity and intensity of a driven electron bunch with finite transverse extent. In 
particular we treat the transverse oscillations and the energy spread due to the 
transverse variation of the accelerating field. We then discuss other issues such 
as phase slippage, opot size and driving beam energy for the PBWA and PWFA. 
The details in the discussion of these issues are different for the >wo schemes 
since we choose to fix different parameters in the two cases. Finally, in order to 
address the question of intensity, we discuss the efficiencies of both schemes. 

3.1 THE BETA FUNCTION 

In this paper the beta function is denned to be the wavelength/2?r of the 
transverse oscillation at some instantaneous, phase $ along the plasma wave. In 
the last section we saw that, except for a difference in coefficients, the PBWA 
and PWFA have the same electric fields. We also pointed out that there is a 
useful phase between ir/2 and TT along the plasma wave. In general there will 
be some phase slippage between the plasma wave and the driven beam. If this 
phase slippage is slow, then we can calculate the transverse focusing effects as 
if the beam were at a fixed phase on the wave. 

The differentiul equation governing the transverse oscillations of a highly 
relativists particle is 

dz£ *ym.c* 

where Time2 is the particle's instantaneous relativistic mass. Thus, for small 

radius from Eq. (2.25), we have 

d a x [ cAs\n$ ] 

Identifying the coefficient of x above with /?~ 2 yields the beta function, 



3 .2 ENERGY SPREAD 

Prom Eq. (2.25) It la evident that for a driving beam with finite transverse 
size, the longitudinal field varies transversely. Consider a driven, hunch with 
transverse radius 6 which moves along the axis of the plasma wave. Since the 
field varies paraboUcally in the transverse direction, the average energy gain is 
reduced slightly *nd an energy spread is induced. If we assume that the beam 
is already very relativistic, then the average change in energy Tor one stage is 

'f&jfl-AE^ = HE\x^i^)), (3.4) 

where AE is the energy gain for a particle on the axis of the plasma wave. The 
corresponding energy spread induced in one stage for the model we have chosen 

3 . 3 T H E TRAPPING PARAMETER 

The trapping parameter is defined to be the ratio of the plasma density per
turbation »i to the unperturbed density no. Physically, this parameter indicates 
the linearity of the plasma oscillation. Since we work in the linear approxima
tion for the plasma wave in both schemes, a should be kept reasonably small. 
For the case of the PBWA, we assume that the plasma oscillation saturates at 
die end of the laser, which corresponds to ' 

a = — a i PBWA. (3.6) 

j . 
Ij ..".•. For the case of the P YVFA we take i and f, as chosen parameters. In ad-
'i dition, to scale the transverse effects, we fix the ratio between the transverse 

size of the driving bunch and the plasma wavelength, a/A p. This in turn deter
mines the plasma wavelength and the plasma density. In order to check that the 

* " • • • * . . i . t . . . j j i j l , . * . J , i | » i 

plasma wave so generated a indeed a Mnear wave, we must calculate a, which 

in this case is given by 

a = - ^ - PWFA. (3.7) 
meu, 

3 . 4 P H A S E SLIPPAGE 

For both accelerator schemes the phase velocity of the plasma wave is not 

equal to the velocity of the driven bunch. This means that the driven bunch 

will slip in phase along the plasma wave as it is accelerated. For the PBWA we 

maximize £, for a given L by optimizing the phase shift 6. If we choose a laser 

frequency u, an acceleration length L, and a phase slippage S for speed of light 

particles; then the plasma frequency is given by 

/2£cw 3 \ »' = {—) 
On the other hand, the acceleration gradient that the driven bunch sees 

varies along L due to the phase slippage. If the total phase slippage over the 

entire acceleration length is 6, then the average acceleration gradient is related 

to the ideal gradient by L. phase slip form factor sin 8/6, that is 

U?' = ™ « , " • (3.9) 

Here the phase has been allowed to slip from the top of the cosine down one 
side so that the bunch is always in a focusing region. The average acceleration 
gradient can be maximized for a given L if 

6-*™. and ^ = 0.85 PBWA. (3.10) 
16 o 

For the PWFA we consider only relativistic driving and driven bunches. In 
addition we require that the final energy of the driving bunch after the distance 
L is still relativistic. In this case we can calculate the phase slippage along the 
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plasma wave since the plasma wave phase velocity is equal to the velocity or 
the driving bunch. Following Ref. 5 we integrate the relative velocity along the 
length £ to obtain 

S* TrU-IUllf)-1-(ixtif)-1] PWFA. (3.11) 
. • ' 

Since in an actual high energy accelerator the second term would be quite small, 
:;;•' we will neglect it when using Eq. (3.11). 

- s . s THE TRANSVERSE SIZE 

' We need the transverse size to calculate the transverse dynamics of the 
driven bunch. For the PP̂ WA to make the optimum use of the laser beam it is 
necessary ta match the Rayleigh length R to the acceleration section. Following 
Ref. 2 we. choose the section to be twice the Rayleigh length. This in tum 
determines the diffraction limited spot size, 

» _ BV • i * _:26c'u> 
' • * • 2ir uj . 

PBWA, (3.12) 

where Eq. (3.8) has been used to eliminate L. For the PWFA since we would 
like to fix the number of particles in the driving bunch, the transverse size is 
determined by the desired accelerating field, 

when r« is the classical electron radius. 

i / j 

PWFA, (3.13) 

3.6 THE ENERGY REQUIREMENT 

In the PBWA the laser beam power for the beam profiie given in Eq. (2.8) 
is 

If we assume that we have a laser pulse length r, the energy necessary to drive 
the plasma wave density to ana is 

aSm2cs ( u 5 r U ) PBWA- i 3 1 5 ) 

where Eq. (3.12) has been used to eliminate a 3. On the other hand, the energy 
in the driving bunch for the PWFA is simply given by 

WT = NiEi PWFA . (3.16) 

3.7 THE EFFICIENCY 

The overall efficiency of the accelerators here can be divided into three parts. 
The first part iB the efficiency of conversion of 'wall plog' energy to either laser 
energy or electron beam energy. These two efficiencies may be quite different, 
however, we will not discuss them here. The second efficiency is the conversion of 
either laser or electron beam energy to plasma energy. The third efficiency is that 
for conversion of the plasma energy to the driven electron beam. The efficiency 
of the transfer of energy from the laser to the plasma has been calculated for 
the PBWA model we have chosen. For a general phase shift S the ratio of the 
plasma energy to the laser energy is given by 

P-E. aS 

If laser depletion is included in the analysis, this number will be reduced slightly. 
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tovidd.ph»edlp. H o W ^ . a » * t . b ^ ^ i n 8 t I u . i . a o t p « r i b ! . . i » « . the 
. . . . . . . t^u-i, loses essentially no energy to the plasma while 

leadmg edge of the Mvllig »«»*»"•• " 
. . ^ „ m I i e Ji 11 that calculated for a point-like particle. tnetraJltag edge loses WW •""""^ r . r ~ -' -J—t hmidiefcwees" only extract about 1/2 of the energy Thus, for eery enpr* •»»»-—— . 

'".'"'. . , ; i « I ^ | W M . - : . . (3-M) 

y a r Imigwbani^e»ofelBcticait,one€aa improve this factor and elioimpravt 
. the irona/ormer retto* at the expense of the.peak field: This technique might 
be difficult to realise In the PWFA with the model we consider here since the 

: strong transverse fields due to the head of the driving bunch would focus the 
tail. Therefore, we will not consider it In, this section; however, It Is an Important 
possiblity if the transverse fields can be reduced. 

The final efficiency to calculate Is that from the plasma to the driving bunch. 
This efficiency is the same for both cases provided that the characteristics of the 
plasms, wave era the same. The total acceleration gradient, experienced by a 
bunch with JVj particles in a, plasma wave Is 

. " e « ^ ^ e 4 « / - 4 e ^ " , ' (3.10) 

where e& is the peak longitudinal electric field, and / b e factor less than 
unity which takes into' account phase slippage or shifts in phase from the peak 
accelerating field. The second 'beam loading' term is due to the plasma wake 

. induced by the trailing banco. The efficiency is given by the total energy gained 
by the bunch divided by the plasma energy, 

» = J»iGi(g^i) * . (3.20) 

This efficiency has a maximum when 

and the value is given by 
-iius_ fl?_ 
1* - ' 7 ' 

For the PWEA / can be taken to be essentially unity while for the 
given by Eq. (3.10). This yields 

* ? " « = . « £ PB9TA 

a?"** ^ f W F A 

4. COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSION 

Now we come to a detailed comparison between the PBWA and the PWFA. 
As mentioned earlier, our guide will be the self consistency among all relevant 
accelerator parameters within each scheme. Our approach is to choose a set 
of parameters in each scheme that we fix from the beginning. The remaining 
parameters in each scheme can then be calculated in terms of those chosen 
parameters. The waling to different sets of chosen parameters is straight forward 
using the results of the previous section. To make a fair comparison we will 
study two sets of sample accelerators with the same acceleration gradient and 
the same length L. In addition, to make the comparison, meaningful to real 
experiments, we employ only those laser and electron beams that are presently 
available. Under these considerations, the parameters that should be fixed in 
the two schemes are quite different. In particular, for the PBWA we need to fix 
the laser frequency u by choosing a particular laser source. If we then fix the 
length L of the acceleration section, the phase slippage determines the plasma 
frequency uP. This means that the longitudinal electric field £m is a derivable 
quantity. On the other hand, the energy gradient in the PWFA Is chosen so that 
the intensity and dimensions are not far from realizable values. As we shall see, 
in spite of this difference it is possible to match the acceleration gradients. 
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4 . 1 NUMBBHAC COMPARISONS 

To keep the dimensions to a laboratory scale, we select the acceleration 
lengths to be 10 cm and 100 cm,; These two lengths ate then combined with 
two •Efferent laser frequencies, the/Tats Glass laser and the COi laser, to form 
fear sets of samplecalculations.For the PBWA the parameter at is chosen to be 
0 3 5 , which b approximately the saturation value," and the phase slippage is 
taken to he the optimum value given In the previous section. Finally, we assume 
that the laser pulse length and the growth: time for the plasma wave r is about 
150 cycles [upr = 1000). 

Since the PWFA is not lb restrictive In its design, we can now set the 
parameters to match some of those for the PBWA. In particular we use the 
same acceleration gradient and' the same a'/Ap. The number of particles in the 
driving bunch is taken from'the present number En the SLC and the bunch length 
is assumed to be somewhat less than the plasma wavelength. The initial and 
final energies of the driving bunch are laleeted so that the final energy or the 
bunch tail is 90% of its initial energy.. As wa can see from Tables 1 and 2, the 
phase slippage for the,PWFA Is much smaller than that for the PDWA. All 
parameters except the efficiency and the energy in the driving beam turn out to 

' be quite comparable. Li particular note that the focusing for both schemes is 
quite strong. The energy required lor the driving bunch is consistently higher 
for the PBWA; however, because it is less efficient In theaa examples, the number 
of particles which can be driven' Is comparable to the PWFA. 

4.2 DISCUSSION 

The exa^nples above seem to favor the Plasma Wake Field Accelerator es-

pedalqr;ibr the longer accelerator aectlons. This is due to the divergence of the 

bjser. For lottgerRayteigh lengths Kb necessary to have a larger spot and thus 

. more peak power to obtain the same intensity at the spot. On the other hand 
:- thepaxtidebeamjs assumed not to ilvtrgft Thh b tnie beamse th« emittance 

of the beam is typicaOy much smaller than the corresponding wavelength/* for 

. . . . _- IT 

- ' ' " " r J"• !•**»/ . « . • - * _ . _ . 
r5! i qnaiw^i mi ••• p ^ i ^ i M i ^ ^ n ^ a t t ^ 

Table 1. Plasma Beat Warn Accelerator 

Chosen Parameters Values 
w (sec-1] Nd: Glass 1.78 X 1 0 M CO* 1.78x10" 
i [cm| 10 100 10 100 

a 035 035 035 0.25 
e|rad) fcr/16 5JT/16 5*716 6*716 
aini/f 035 0.85 036 035 

u pr 1000 1000 1000 1000 
Derived Parameters 

ur [10" sec - 1] 2.65 1.23 .671 .265 
no [101* em - 3 ] 21.T 4.67 1.00 0.22 

*£, |GeV/mf 8.38 4.36 2.00 0.94 

a (mm] 0.13 0.<I1 0.41 1.30 
c/Ap 1.S2 2.70 1.25 1.82 

P Wi/S'n$ m m \ 0.18 0.67 0.57 1.80 
N [10 1 0] 1.957], o,04m 4.1873 1.95ns 
Wr[J| 23.S 015.4 11.1 230.2 

the laser. In addition it la possible to uio magnetic focusing elements to de
fine the size of a charged particle beam. The problem of the divergence of the 
laser beam might be Bolvcd by using lasers sufficiently intense to self focus in 
the plasma; however, this possibility was not considered since it lies outside the 
scope of the simple models given here. In addition, for the PBWA parameters 
chosen, the laser power is somewhat below the critical value for relativistic self 

15,10 

Unfortunately, for both schemes the efficiency na and the energy spread 
induced are directly related. Thus, if a small energy spread is necessary, then 
IJI will necessarily be small for both schemes. The efficiency qi of the PWFA 
was better in all cases because the energy transfer from the laser to the plasma 
is limited by Eq. {3.17} to quite a. small value. There is a possible solution to 
this problem. Since the laser is not depleted very much, it might be possible 
to reuse the beam after a suitable amplification. This would yield a very high 

IS 



Table 2. Plasma Wake Field Accelerator 

snnaeo parametara Values 

»&[G«V/m) 
•-. 1 0 : , ' 

SxliJf .. 

100 
" '4.36.' |'! 

*x io«°" 

10 
2.00 

BxlO* 

100 
0.94 

8x10*° 
:;.jsito«yi ' 

' 142 . '" 
' ***" 1.04 

142 
tMrnd Parameters ." " • - • : - • •; -'*-! 

. - <[Hr4rad| 
« , l io" • tc - , | ;/= 
Wiio^.cBrV 

• *''••• « V ' . 

025 . 
' ..SJ».' ,:-': 

SJSO 
048" : i 

046 
"24 
;1.41 

' • • • ; « » • : ' ' . 

/••:s&ij 

044 
42 

.439 

.606 
ois 

0.78 
18 

.438 
.604 
0.11 

fl [V7/aind> mm] 
;«fio>0!. 

rrY-JviAp] 

• 0.28 X; 
2.25ija 
8.33 

. / 0.89 ... 
" "";24fiijj"0 
Ss8.B :. ' 

••'• 0 . T 8 

•2-M.9, 
' 1.76 

1.52 
225)71 
843 

repetition rate and looks quite attractive; however, this possibility needs much 
monfltDay. •.'•' (,,. 

'There is one final problem for the PBWA. We have assumed that the plasma 
wave would grow over 1000/2ir cycles. If there are density fluctuations greater 
than, about .2%, then the wave would saturate much sooner. This ease wo.ild 
require a much larger, laser energy in order to drive the plasma to the desired 
field in a shorter time. 
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5. THE EFFICIENCY AND THE TRANSVERSE EMTTTANCE 

One primary problem In the preceding dttcaiaioa is that the plasma accel
erators discussed have very low efficiency, JJJ. If we require that the induced 
energy spread doe to the traruverti variation of the acceleration field is cay 1%. 
then the maximum efficiency of transfer of plasmaenergy to the electron beam 
1B 

ft?" as 0.02. (5.1) 

Even, the nj"" above cannot be realized since it would require full beam loading 
and thus would yield 100ft energy spread (since at the tail of the butch the 
accelerating field is zero). 

Typically in. an RF structure rff" Is limited by the fact that the wake 
field of a bunch contains modes other than the fundamental accelerating Bade. 
Thus, if the bunch current is increased until all energy is extracted from the 
fundamental, there is still energy radiated Into all higher modes. This of course 
depends upon the longitudinal bunch distribution as well. For example, for the 
SLAC accelerating structure with a 1 mm Gaussian bunch17 

nf" a 0.3 SLAC. (8.2) 

However, operating at this efficiency would yield a beam with 100 % energy 
spread. Therefore, the efficiency is sacrificed for an acceptable energy spread. 
For SLC operation the full energy spread can be kept to about 198 provided 
that 

TO se tMM SIC. (S4) 

This is achieved by balancing the beam loading effects against the curvature of 
the RF to achieve optimum energy spread. 

In the case of plasma accelerators one can expect a similar reduction factor 
from iff" to ijj. The problem is thit nf** is too small. 
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The problem of small efficiency is related to transverse focusing and the 
transverse emittance. As mentioned earlier, the small efficiency is basically 
proportional to the energy spread. Since the longitudinal electric field varies with 
radius, the trailing beam size 6 must be kept small compared to the leading beam 

' size a. Therefore, the efficiency 173 = ( t /o ) 1 is small. However, the variation of 
the longitudinal Geld is related to the strength of the strong radial electric fields 
which focus the trailing beam. Thus, both the beta function and the beam size 
are coupled to the efficiency. In addition, for self consistency, one must require 
the emittance of the accelerated beam to be 

"'•••. Using Table 2 we can calculate the emittance necessary for the example in 
;. 'column 1. Firstlet us assume that a transverse variation of acceleration gradient 

of 1% is acceptable. In this case the trailing beam must have a size 

j l , 6— .036 mm . (5.5) 

To calculate the beta function consider an injected 10 GeV electron bunch which 
resides at a reasonable phase <j> = 0.1 on the plasma wave. Then the beta 
function Tor transverse focusing is 

• . .': '". ' /? = 12.4cm . (5.6) 

Therefore, using Eq. (5.4) above and assuming perfect matching, one finds an 
emittance 

f ^ l x l O " 1 m (5.7) 

. o r an invariant emittance of 

It ~ 2 x 1 0 - * m . (5.8) 

This value is much larger than the nominal value for the SLC, 

MSLC = 3 x 10 - 5 m . (S.9) 

-For Tev linear colliders -we would like emittances much smaller than the 

present SLC emittance. In this sense the previous example does not match the 
desired characteristics of the trailing beam. If a very low emittance beam were 
injected, the resulting beam size would be reduced and the efficiency would 
suffer. Therefore, it is useful to attempt a solution to both the problem of 
efficiency and the problem of large emittance. In the next two sections we 
discuss two possible solutions to the problems of eniittance and efficiency. 

5 . 1 A MODIFICATION OF THE TRANSVERSE PROFILE 

All of the results in Tables 1 and 2 were calculated with particular models of 

the driving beam. In this section we show how changing the transverse profile 

of the driving bunch can dramatically affect both efficiency and emittance, 

In this section we consider the PWFA with a driving bunch profile 

[ 0 r > a 
o-(r) = \7Z r ^ ° (5.10) 

I 0 r > a . 

There is a corresponding example for the PBWA, but we will restrict the dis
cussion to the PWFA in this section. 

The solution for the perturbed density n\ is again given by Eq. (2.22), and 
the fields behind the bunch are 

—4eJV 
£1 = —5—{1 - kpaK\[kpa) Ia[kpT) }cos(kfz - wpt) , r < a 

cm ( 5 ' H ) 

i \ = -Ki(kpa) h(kpr) sin(Aps - upt) , r < a. 

Comparing this with Eq. (2.24) we see that for large kpa, the longitudinal field 
is quite constant and the radial field is quite small. Explicitly, for kpti large but 
kvr small, we have 

-4eN „ 
£z = 5— cos(Afz — u„t) , r -K a 

£, ~ ^ ' / ' ( V ) 3 ^ - ' " " ^ s i n ( V - <->,t) , r<£a. 

(5.12) 

W ~ c ' -^sr'!~""' "'S -" ~ 

Fallowing Section 3.1 wc can calculate the beta function for small transverse 
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S S l - J . ' - " ^ 

'/" ^ =[s^(2lrj'7»(^75^J ' ( 5 ' 1 3 ) 

M tbft exponential factor in Eq. (5.13) above, we can increase the beta 
• Jfafw . 

> .fjan quite easily in this model. 

To calculate the efficiency with limited energy spread, it is useful to approx
imate the longitudinal electric Geld for both kra. and fcpr large. In this case 

From Eq. (5.14) above we see that the Field is quite constant for r < a and 

drops exponentially to 1/2 its value at r == a. Therefore, the Geld is essentially 

constant until r ss o. 

•If we consider, a trailing beam with full width 6, the full energy spread 

induced by the spread in £, is 

In this case the efficiency i)i is again given by 

* - . - ( ! ) ' (5.16) 

It is useful to calculate an example which, yields high efficiency and low 
energy spread. Consider tbe example shown in Table 2 column 1. To maintain 
the acceleration field of 9.38 CeV/m, we must reduce aby i/2- To maintain the 
ratio a/Xf, we increase the plasma frequency by the same factor: 

•'.•' a = .175 mm 
(5.17) 

ujp = 1.94 y l a " s e c _ I 

which yields 

kra = 11.3 . (5,18) 

This is quite large and is fine for the approximations made in Eq. (5.14). 
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Using Eq. (5.15) if we restrict the full energy spread to about 1 %, the 

driving beam radius b can be increased to 

- = .63 (S.19) 
a 

which yields an efficiency 

rfj"" ^ .40 . (5.20) 

To check the transverse focusing we use Eq. (5.13) to find 

0 » 5 .7\ /7/s incimm (5.21) 

which, for a 10 GeV bunch with sin c* = .1, yields 

0 = 2 . 5 m . (S.22) 

If we assume perfect matching, the omittance at 10 GeV is 

t = A J /£ =: 4.9 x ID"9 , (5.23) 

which yields an invariant omittance 

It =r 1 x 1 0 - 4 . (5.24) 

The omittance above is not the rms emittance since it includes essentially 
all of the beam. To comparo with rms emittances one mifht divide fay a factor 
of 5. Even so, it is still quite large; however, it can be dramatically reduced 
by increasing kp by a factor of 2 without affecting the efficiency or peak field. 
Keeping a an1) b fixed this yields 

Kp —t £nn 

P - f4Z0m 
.. (5-25) 

e — 2.9 X 10~" 

te -> 5.7 x 1 0 - 7 . 

The emittance above is much closer to interesting values for large linear 

colliders. The example above should be considered an illustration, but it is 



^ ^ 2 - 1 . ^ ^ # ^ . - 5 4 ~ - - ~ . 

by no m u n i optimum. The primary purpose ia to illustrate that neither the 
efficiency nor the transverse emlttance are fundamental problems. In the next 
section we show yet another possible way to increase the efficiency. 

0.3 

S. van derMeer suggests In Ref. IS that one way of solving the problem 
of small nt might be to decrease the radius of the beam relative to the plasma 
wavelength so that JfepO « 1 . This causes the resultant electric field to be much 
more constant oyer the dimension of the driving bunch even in the case of a 
parabolic transversa profile. More importantly, the wake field is not so strongly 
dependent on. the transverse size of the bunch which allows one to obtain a large 
efficiency even for small 6/a. 

t To calculate the efficiency in this case let us return to Eq. (2.24). We can 
write the efficiency as 

*-!MEs. fs2ei 
."-jwr' ( s- 2 6 ) 

when &£j Is thu energy loss of a particle in the first bunch over a length L, 
and A £ j Is the net energy gain, including beam loading, of a particle in the 
second bunch. As usual, we assume that the trailing bunch is placed at a point 
of maximum aeeelsr&tlon. Since the field varys little over the bunches in this 
ease , we estimate ijj using the field at the center. From Eq. (2.24) we have 

&El SB - j fl 

. , . . . 16e»Aj£, eVflsS, 
& g > ~ „» .A-—g—A. 

where 

The efficiency above ia maximum when 

N , = N l & % { S M ) 

and has the value 

*-(9i (5.30) 

the cases considered previously [kpa » 1 , krb » 1) we find 

r 1 (B.31) 

However, for the opposite case, if we expand the Bessct function for small argu
ment, we End 

where C = .577-• is Euler's constant. This yields an efficiency 

(5.32) 

| - C + l n A 
""•"" 3 „,.. a • *>•. M * i • (5-33) 

To complete the calculation we m cd the energy spread induced by the ac
celerating field. From Eq. (2.24) far kpa « l and ftpr <c 1, the longitudinal 
electric field is 

Therefore, for a trailing beam of radius b, the full energy spread ia 

I A* J f o l l j - C + Injft 

Finally it is also useful to calculate the beta function in this case. Returning 
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to Bo> (4^*) tor ainau i^a andamaU ay, the transverseelectric field » 

fbUowingSectSomS.l.tlibyMda&ebetofanctioii 

TbiUastratethistecaniq^it]*againuiefuttoihowaaexaniple- However, 
in this can tt is necessary to modify the design somewhat more. Consider again 
the example la Table 3 column 1. la order to keep the accelerating field at 9.38 

' GeV/m, we will reduce a and /Twills keeping kp fixed. (If we were to decrease 
kf instead, the plasma wake would become nonlinear.) If we Ex kfa = o.i, this 
yields 

« i a . 2 i * l 0 - 6 i n 

. Using Eq. (5.S5) and keeping the full spread to about 1 % yields the transverse 
> sise of the trailing beam 

©"' .032. (5.39) 

"•': The «»1WHH* efficiency can now be calculated using Eq. (5.33) 

Jf3"*!S.65. (5.40) 

'' Finally, we can calculate the beta function from Eq. (5,37), •*"— 

0 K 4.3 x lO-^b/sta e^/* m, (5.41) 

which, for a 10 GeV hunch and sin # = .1, yields 

0 = 1.9mm. (5.42} 
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£L-i 

The endttance necessary for matching to the beam sire Es therefore given by 

<sar7 .6x l (r u m, (6.43) 

which yields an invariant emittance 

7£a l . 5XlO" 6 m. (544) 

The example above illustrates again that It b possible to obtain-both small 
matched emittanees and good efficiency for the trailing bunch. However, the two 
methods are quite different; the beta functions differ by S orders of magnitude 
and the beam sizes differ by 3 orders of magnitude. This leads to additional 
problems for the second scheme. 

One problem is that when we decrease kfa we Increase the relative magnitude 
of the transverse electric field. This leads to & small beta function. But the 
driving beam must be focused by external magnets. If we assume an emlttance 
for the driving bunch equal to that of the trailing bunch, then to obtain the 
required beam size (a = 2.2 itm), we would need a beta function due to external 
focusing of 

/3,s< ml.Sm , (S.4S) 

To obtain the beta function above would require quits strong focusing even with 
the extremely low emittanco driving beam assumed above. Such a low omittance 
for the driving beam could probably be obtained with the damping rings used 
for the accelerated bunch. However, since we have not optimized the design, 
there may be other solutions to this problem as well. 

A second problem with the strong focusing is that the particles which os
cillate in the focusing fields emit synchrotron radlaUon. The average loss In a 
smooth focusing system is given by 5 

^ • - j r . m c * - ^ - . (S.46) 

Using the results obtained above, we find that a trailing 10 GeV partide with a 
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transverse amplitude b loses energy at the rate 

'"'• ' ' • j ' a U l f c V / n . (5.47) 

This la quite Urge bat is etill email compared to the acceleration rate. But, as 
the beam is accelerated the synchrotron radiation increases rapidly. Once again, 
with mere careful design, we may be able to solve this problem since it is very 
sensitive to 0. Therefore, in spite of these difficulties, we believe that the second 
method for enhancing the efficiency is also quite promising. 

6. CONCLUSION 

I In this paper we have discussed plasma accelerators which have possible 
applications to TeV linear colliders. The two schemes, the Plasma Beat Wave 
Accelerator and the Plasma Wake Field. Accelerator, are very similar in that 
the field oscillation is supported by simple linear plasma oscillations which have 
phase velocity close to the speed of light. They differ in that the plasma is 
driven in the first ease by high power beating lasers and in the second case by 
an intense, high-energy electron bunch. . 

In the preceding comparisons we Bhowed that in most essentials we get com
parable results in the two schemes. However, the PWFA is somewhat more 
efficient. It has another advantage in that it may be easier to manipulate high 
energy electron bunches rather than high power laser beams. 

I In the last section we focused on two important issues, the efficiency and 
the required emittance to obtain that efficiency. We showed two solutions which 

. increase the maximum efficiency to levels exceeding those for conventional struc
tures, 'Therefore, we do not believe that efficiency is a fundamental limitation. 

, There are many questions which we have not addressed. We have said 
' nothing about many of the more practical questions of how we obtain the driving 

bunches or lasers and how efficient that process is, and we have not treated the 
problem of how to stage the devices. 
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We have instead attempted to ioc;is on rather idealized problems to gain 
insight into the basic physics of both schemes. In doing so we have not addressed 
questions d transformer ratio for the PWFA. This important subject is treated in 
another paper in these proceedings. We have limited our treatment to driving 
bunches which are short compared to the plasma wavelength. In the case of 
longer bunches one must fold the longitudinal charge distribution with the wake 
field to obtain the field both within and behind the bunch. In this way for 
asymmetric triangrhr bunches one can enhance the transformer ratio at the 
expense of peak field for a given intensity driving bunch. ' However, in 
treating this problem it is necessary to include the action of the transverse 
wake of the driving bunch on itself in a self cunsistent way. This may cause 
difficulties for long bunches in that the tail of the bunch will be focused by the 
head. However, if the transverse fields arc small (as in Section 5.1), they haw* 
little effect, and the triangular bunch idea looks much more promising. 

To conclude, we would like to emphasize that this paper has attempted to 
explore the feasibility of both the FBWA and PWFA on fundamental grounds. 
We have certainly not explored the parameter space completely, and thus the 
designs sketched here are simply examples. They were chosen to illustrate that 
very high accelerating fields (1 - 10 GeV/m) can be obtained in both the PBWA 
and the PWFA, and more importantly, that other limitations (such as the effi
ciency) do indeed have solutions. Therefore, We conclude that both the PBWA 
and the PWFA continue to be interesting possibilities for new acceleration mech
anisms for TeV linear colliders. 
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